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As a child grows, each age carries with it a characteristic set of fears. While all children 
do not experience the same fears, studies of child development have revealed that many 
fears appear and then disappear in an ordered fashion which often shows great 
similarity from child to child. Below is a list of fears, that are frequently observed in 
children of different ages.' 

2 years 
• Loud noise fears: trains, trucks, thunder, flushing toilet, vacuum cleaner 
• Visual fears: large objects, trains, hats 
• Spatial: fear of being washed down the drain; toy or crib moved to new location 
• Personal: mother's departure 

3 years 
• Visual fears predominate: people who are physically different (racial 

differences, special needs); "bogeyman" 
• The dark 
• Animals 
• Burglars 
• Mother or father going out at night 

4 years 
• Loud noises: especially fire engines 

The dark 
• Wild animals 
• Parent leaving, particularly at night 

5 years 
• Less fear of animals, bad people, bogeyman 

Concrete fears such as bodily harm, falling, dogs The 
dark 

6 years 
• Fear of supernatural: ghosts, witches  
• Fear of someone hiding under the bed Fear of the 

elements: fire, water, thunder, lightning 
• Fear of sleeping alone in a room 
• Fear that mother will not be home when child arrives, something will 
• happen to parent, parent will die Fear 

that others will hurt him/her 

7 years 
• Interprets shadows as ghosts and witches 
• Fears stimulated by reading, t.v., cinema 
• Fears wars, spies, burglars 
• Worries about not being liked, being late to school 

8 to 10 years 
• Fewer fears and less worrying 
• Child able to evaluate if fears are reasonable. 
• Fears about personal inability and failure emerge, especially fear of school 

failure. 
• Child may begin to spontaneously mention things they are, no longer afraid of 

(e.g. dark, dogs, being left alone) 
 

Adapted from the Gesell Institute Child Behavior by EIg Sr Ames, Harper & Row, 1955. 


